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beers Ask us about our Seasonal Beers

taster $3.00 / Pint / $6.50 / pitcher $19.50

FORAY POMEGRANATE 
kettle soured ale with tart and delicious hints of pomegranate

■ HOPS: None - IBU 0

ENGEL LANDEN – PILSNER
light, crisp, refreshing with a mild earthy, herbal and spicy hop character  

■ HOPS: Saaz, Hallertau — IBU 22

Jamaican LAGER
malty and smooth steam lager with low hop aroma   

■ HOPS: Liberty - IBU 12

ASCENDER – HEFEWEIZEN
hazy german style wheat beer,  bready, banana aroma and a touch of clove on the finish

■ HOPS: STERLING - IBU 14

Juicy ipa
this new england style ipa is packed with hop aroma and flavor reminiscent of tropical fruit juice, low 
bitterness, soft mouth feel, and big flavor

■ Hops:  Citra, Mosaic, Amarillo - IBU 33

ECHO CANYON IPA
pronounced tropical aroma and flavor, balanced  with a light malt body and piney hop bitterness

■ HOPS: Citra Mosaic Cascade, Chinook - IBU 69

ZION PALE ALE
orange lemon and grapefruit hop aroma and flavor meld perfectly with our rich  
malty american style pale ale

■ HOPS: Cascade Amarillo Columbus - IBU 52

SPRINGDALE AMBER
balanced, with toasted malt and a slight fruit presence

■ HOPS: El Dorado - IBU 21

Red Altar
malt forward american style red with late addition hops

■ Hops: Cascade, El Dorado - IBU 51

BURNT MOUNTAIN BROWN
dark brown in color with balanced flavors of dark  dried fruits, brown malts and pecans

■ HOPS: East Kent Golding - IBU 17

Conviction Stout
black, rich and toasty, hints of dark chocolate and coffee bean

■ Hops: East Kent Golding. 20 IBU

In accordance with Utah state law, food must be ordered with the consumption of alcoholic beverages.


